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CPSC 490 Project Proposal

• Originally aimed at evaluating different translation models using 
OpenNMT

• Wanted to use BERT-based models to try for improvement



Two Datasets: UFAL Medical Corpus and 
MeSpEn IBECS



Sample Documents

• MeSpEn:
• “A new trend is to be seen in the drug use profile over the last few years, with a fall 

in heroin use and a rise in that of cocaine. However, a new use has appeared, 
simultaneously taking heroin and cocaine, known as a speedball. Clinically, there are 
clear similarities between speedball users and heroin users and both differ from 
those taking cocaine. This study endeavours to ascertain if the emotional response is 
also influenced by the kind of substance used and if said emotional response in those 
taking speedball is more similar to that of cocaine users or that of heroin users. We 
studied 75 subjects (34 using cocaine, 11 heroin and 30 speedball), using the 
Instrumento ClÃnico de EvaluaciÃ³n de la Respuesta Emocional (ICERE), which is 
based on the emotional response model by Peter J. Lang. The ICERE comprises 25 
images selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) and the 
response was measured using the Self Assessment Maniky (SAM). The results show 
that differences exist in the response of drug dependent individuals to emotional 
stimuli in respect of their preferred substance use, no differences exist between 
speedball and heroin users, and differences do exist between both these groups and 
cocaine users”



Sample Documents Cont.

• UFAL
• Subtitles: Still, he said, "it is unfortunate that almost three years pass from 

when a parent first expresses concerns to his or her pediatrician and when 
the child gets a diagnosis of an autism spectrum disorder.“

• Bitch!

• In clinical pharmacokinetic studies of tipranavir/ ritonavir in combination with 
omeprazole (40 mg qd), no clinically important changes in tipranavir/ ritonavir 
plasma concentrations were observed and thus no tipranavir/ ritonavir dose 
adjustment is required.

• Novo Nordisk A/ S Novo Allé DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark



OpenNMT Models

• Used OpenNMT, an open-source machine translation toolset

• Transformer model based off of Zhang et al. (2018)

• BRNN



Google Translate

• Used Google Translate functionality in Google Sheets to compare 
OpenNMT results against general domain



Results

• BLEU Scoring
• Uses human translations as gold standard



Problems Encountered

• Buggy OpenNMT code

• Messy datasets

• PyTorch really hampered translations…



Future Directions

• Using BERT-based models

• Clean dataset better

• More data for training (rest of MeSpEn corpora)


